
The Durrmaid Plus 1700 Watt Extractor & Wet Dry Vacuum 
does double duty! It works as a powerful hot water extractor 
and a wet/dry vacuum. No need for two separate machines! A 
60 psi water pump and enhanced suction distinguish the Super
1700 from other portable hot water extractors. For detailers 
and do-it-yourselfers, the Durrmaid Plus 1700 Extractor and 
Wet/Dry Vacuum is one versatile, cost-effective carpet 
cleaning machine.

Color not Guaranteed!
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The Durrmaid Plus 1700 Extractor & Wet Dry Vacuum fulfills your need for a 
powerful wet/dry vac and a high performance hot water extractor. If you're in the 
business of detailing, this saves you an expense because you're only buying one 
machine to do two jobs. The Super 1700 does both jobs very well. In fact, the 
Plus 1700 has a 17% more powerful vacuum motor and 5% faster heating! If 
you're looking for a hot water extractor and shop vac in one, this is it.

17% vac increase, 17 vac hose, 17’ pressure hose, 17’ power cord……… 3” casters.  Automatic shut off when 
recovery is full, ready to empty.      Inter-changeable spray tips to reduce water by 50% for upholstery

102 inches t 100 cfm
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The Lexan attachment allows you
to see dirt as it is removed from

carpet and upholstery.
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inch heavy 
duty casters, 
which give you 
more 
maneuverability
when cleaning 
carpet in a 
vehicle, boat, 
RV, or carpet 
spotting at 
home.

The Durrmaid 
Plus 1700 
Extractor & Wet
Dry Vacuum is 
the ONLY 
portable 
extractor with a
60 psi water 
pump! No 
other hot water 
extractor 
combines a 
compact size 
with such 
impressive 
cleaning power.
The water 
pump delivers 
hot water to the
carpet to break 
up spots and 
stains quickly, 
even stubborn, 
greasy stains!

 

Compare to current or past OEM Associations:
DKDE-1700
47121805
B00YZ5A9HU
100156672

 



The filter bag catches large debris before it
enters the recovery tank.

The Durrmaid Plus 1700 Extractor & Wet 
Dry Vacuum has an easy-access control 
panel just behind the handle, including a 
water level indicator light and a heater 
light. Once the water tank is filled, it takes
about 15 minutes to heat. and it 
maintains that heat as you work.

A 200 micron, nylon filter bag in the 
recovery tank enables the Durrmaid to 
pick up heavy debris, like dirt, sand and 
even hair. The bag holds up to 5 lbs. of 
debris! This feature enables you to dump
solid debris into the trash and pour out 
the liquid waste water separately. Quickly
empty the filter bag with a quick turn of 
the lid. The contents empty through an 
opening in the bottom of the bag, as 
shown to the right.



The Durrmaid Plus 1700 Extractor & Wet
Dry Vacuum includes a see-through 
Lexan Carpet/Upholstery Tool. This 
detailing tool has stainless steel glides 
which travel easily over carpet with no 
friction. Because they’re stainless steel, 
they will not warp due to hot water 
temperatures.

Two quick-change spray tips allow you to 
cut the water flow to reduce drying time. 
The vacuum’s suction can be reduced with 
a thumb control, for delicate areas, like the 
headliner.

 

Top right: Optional tips restrict water flow to 
prevent over-saturation of fabric or carpet. 
Bottom right: The vacuum reducer limits the 
suction on delicate surfaces, like the headliner.

 

 

For crevices and tight spaces, get
the Durrmaid Stainless Steel
Crevice Tool (sold separately). This
18 inch long attachment narrows to
less than a 1/2 inch, giving you
unparalleled access between seats,
under seats, between cushions, and
anywhere else! The stainless steel
barrel and brass spray tip are built for
durability.

The ability to remove tough interior
stains is what sets successful detailers
apart from everyone else. Clean,
spot-free carpet and seats will keep
clients coming back. The Durrmaid
Super 1700 Extractor & Wet Dry
Vacuum is a space-saving and time-



saving option for mobile detailers.

 

PLUS 1700

Commercial Duty…

Combination of all our best features.

Solution tank: 2 gallons

Recovery tank: 2.1 gallons. Designed with automatic shut-off feature when full and ready 
to empty.

Nylon filter bag: Captures all vacuumed debris. Keep it clean and will last for years.

Caster Wheels: 3.0” swivel for easy movement.

Pump: 60 PSI, perfect pressure preventing over wetting.

Heating Element: 1700 WATT with lifetime guarantee

Vacuum Hose: 17 feet long with “crush-proof” design. Includes

Swivel cuff allows easy flexible movement to reach difficult areas. Omits binding and 
twisting of hose while in use.

Vacuum Motor: Extreme power of 100+ CFM

Pressure Hose: 17 feet long. Flexible PVC reinforced!

4” Clear Head Deluxe Detail Tool with “Quick change” spray tips. One tip for Carpet and
the other for Upholstery, reducing water by 50%, preventing over wetting problems with 
wicking.

Power requirements: 20 amps.

Power Cord: 14 ga. 17 feet long.

Features: Indicator light goes off when high temperature is reached and ready to use. Hot 
water is maintained automatically when not in use.



Bonus tools include: Heavy Crevice tool and 5” Vacuum tool.

Actual weight: 20 lbs.

Shipping weight: 36 lbs.

Carton size: 13” wide X 22” length X 21” height

Shipped from: Priest River, ID. 83856

WE USE FEDEX …….. within the USA. Other shipments: USPS.

You can see how the Durrmaid Plus 1700 Extractor & Wet Dry Vacuum restores the beauty of automotive
carpet.

Specifications for Plus 1700:

• Heater: 1700 Watts
• Temperature: 200 Degrees
• Solution Tank: 2.1 Gallons
• Recovery Tank: 2.4 Gallons
• Water Pump: 55 psi

 

 Factory Installed
Flojet ET508224B Ocsillator 115 Volt High Pressure 1/8" Nptf Ports Part AP30 C378 55psi 

• Weight of Extractor: 21 pounds
• Solution Hose: 12 ft. x 3/16"
• See Through, Lexan Carpet/Upholstery Tool (Auto Detail Tool)
• Vacuum Slide Reducer
• Vacuum Hose: Commercial Grade, 12 ft. x 1¼"
• Temperature Detection: Lighted Indicator
• Temperature Regulation: Automatic Thermostat
• Power Requirements: 14 amps
• Dimensions: 17" x 18" x 13
• Casters: (3) 2" Swivel
• Warranty: Housing/5 years, Mechanical & Electrical/1 year Limited
• Free tools below! (info.: 11" crevice, 5" upholstery tool.  All included with the new CCX 1700 

and the current Super
1700)

Both the manufacture and SteamBrite reserve the right to change the exact parts and specifications used 
in build based availability.

https://www.steam-brite.com/flojet-et508224b-ocsillator-volt-high-pressure-nptf-ports-part-ap30-mytee-c378-55psi-p-11624.html
https://www.steam-brite.com/flojet-et508224b-ocsillator-volt-high-pressure-nptf-ports-part-ap30-mytee-c378-55psi-p-11624.html


.



Interchangeable spray tips.. ONE TIP FOR UPSHOLSTERY … ANOTHER FOR UPHOLSTERY 
reduces water flow by 50%,, preventing over wetting !!!!!!!!!!!

Filter bag system

Non-binding crush proof vac hose

No twisting vac hose with SWEVIL CUFF.

One inch higher diameter vac flow hose…….

Most flexible vac hose offered

 

Much hotter water temperatures

Highest water lift of that size motor

Highest wattage element

Bonus tools offered with each machine

 

Lighter weight and small overall dims.

 

AND…….. MUCH LONGER VAC & SOLUTION HOSES (17 feet )…………

 

NOW COMPARE………


